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Abstract

Background: Relatively few community-based programs have been found to be helpful for homeless people with alcohol disorders, even though this group represents a high-risk and vulnerable population prone to poor outcomes. Aims: The current study sought to implement and evaluate intensive community-based programs for homeless people with alcohol disorders.

Method: the project worked closely with a homeless outreach team for referrals, and then provided two different, intensive substance abuse treatment approaches matched to the needs of two subgroups: homeless individuals with alcohol disorders without severe mental illness received Community Reinforcement Approach (CRA) and case management services, while those with alcohol and severe mental illness were assigned to Assertive Community Treatment and Integrated Dual Disorders (ACT/IDDT) services. The study enrolled 321 homeless people with alcohol disorders and outcomes were assessed at six months and program discharge.

Results: Participants improved significantly over the first six months in a number of outcome areas, including substance abuse, mental health, housing, employment, and health; progress generally remained stable between six months and discharge.

Conclusion: Community-based programs that coordinate with mobile outreach teams and then provide CRA and ACT/IDDT appear to be promising approaches for helping individuals with alcohol disorders out of homelessness and into recovery.
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Homelessness continues to be a major problem in Great Britain, the United States, and other Western nations, with estimates of 380,000 people in Great Britain and 740,000 homeless in the United States at any one point in time, with well over one million people homeless annually in both countries [1]. People who are homeless face multiple health problems, with alcohol disorders being the most prevalent mental health disorder: rates of alcohol disorders range up to 58.5%, which far exceeds the prevalence rate for non-homeless individuals [1]. Individuals with alcohol disorders represent an especially high-need and vulnerable subpopulation of people who are homeless [2]. Homeless people with alcohol disorders experience an especially high rate of co-morbid problems, including chronic homelessness, mental health disorders, trauma, poor life satisfaction, unemployment, criminal problems, a plethora of health problems, and early mortality [1-5]. Although there is a tendency in public discussions to think of homeless alcoholics as a single group, empirical research suggests there are at least two distinct, large subgroups: those with primary alcohol disorders without severe mental illness, and those with alcohol disorders and co-occurring severe mental illness [6].

Despite the high prevalence and seriousness of the problems associated with alcohol abuse among homeless people, there are relatively few treatment programs for this vulnerable population: one study found that only 6% of homeless people were currently receiving substance abuse treatment despite a prevalence rate of 57% [5,7]. The United States government stated that homeless people with substance abuse disorders “face enormous competition for limited treatment slots” [8] even while noting that many homeless individuals “are not ready for abstinence-oriented programs” (p. 64). Although most homeless individuals with alcohol disorders are not currently receiving substance abuse treatment, they frequently utilize other costly resources, including emergency rooms, hospitals, community medical and social services in addition to shelters [5,9]. Research on effective treatment approaches for homeless people with alcohol disorders is also sparse in comparison to the scale and seriousness of the problem, but limited research does suggest some promising service possibilities, beginning with homeless outreach and engagement [5,10-13], and including motivational approaches [5], the community-reinforcement approach [14] and, for those with co-occurring severe mental illness, assertive community treatment with integrated dual disorder treatment [9,15].

The primary objective of the current study was to implement and evaluate a comprehensive community-based program for homeless people with alcohol disorders. Specifically, the project implemented a staged approach, beginning with homeless outreach and motivational approaches, and then followed by two different, intensive substance abuse treatment approaches matched to the needs of two subgroups: homeless individuals with alcohol disorders but without severe mental illness received CRA services, while those with alcohol and severe mental illness were assigned to ACT/IDDT services. It was
hypothesized that individuals referred to the intensive programs (CRA or ACT/IDDT) would improve over time in terms of substance abuse, mental health, housing, and other social outcomes.

Method

Sample eligibility/recruitment/informed consent

Recruitment began in December, 2008 and continued to June, 2013 in St. Louis, Missouri. Individuals were eligible to participate in the program if they signed an informed consent form (approved by agency Institutional Review Board) and met two inclusion criteria. These were that the individuals a) met the criteria for homelessness or at risk of homelessness; and b) met the criteria for a substance abuse disorder. Participants were recruited from a community-based mental health homeless outreach team, which identified and engaged potential participants at community sites including homeless shelters, drop-in centers, hospital emergency departments, drug courts and the streets. Once a comprehensive screening [which included the Simple Screening Instrument for Substance Abuse [16] and the Mental Health Screening Form III [17] and treatment assessment had been completed, and it was determined that individuals met the study inclusion criteria, they were linked with the most clinically-appropriate treatment team and consented to be in the research study. Participants were paid $10 for each data collection interview.

Participants

Overall, participants (N=321) were primarily male (61%) and African American (69%). Thirty-eight percent were between the ages of 45 and 54 years of age, and 44% reported having attained less than a high school education. Separated by subgroup, the majority of our sample participated in CRA services (83%), while the remaining 17% participated in ACT/IDDT services.

CRA & ACT/IDDT interventions

As noted, all project participants initially received initial homeless outreach and engagement services [12] from a mobile mental health team that helped to engage participants into services while providing initial case management assistance and motivational interviewing [18], and then were admitted to the outcome study and assigned to one of two treatment types, based on whether or not the individual had a co-occurring severe mental illness. Participants without severe mental illness (schizophrenia spectrum or bipolar disorders) were linked to a CRA program provided at a community behavioral health care organization. Providers were trained in CRA for homeless people [14] by one of the model developers, and received monthly consultation calls and fidelity monitoring by a national CRA technical assistance center. Local provider staff provided CRA interventions to participants in both individual and group modalities, while also providing a limited amount of case management assistance (e.g., to locate housing). Participants with co-occurring severe mental illness were linked to an ACT/IDDT program at the same community-agency; providers were trained and experienced in the ACT/IDDT model [9,15] and participants received a range of treatment, rehabilitation and support services from this program, based on individual treatment plans.

Design, data collection and measures

Program outcomes were assessed by employing a quasi-experimental, pre-post design with a single cohort of 323 participants, with outcome data collected by trained research associates during individual interviews at baseline, at six-months (with a 80.7% follow-up rate), and at program discharge (235 clients were discharged by the end of the study period with a mean time in the project of 7.27 months, standard deviation of 3.15 days, while the other participants remained in services). Baseline and outcome data were collected primarily on a battery of measures that were selected based on the weight of the empirical evidence supporting their use as well as their clinical appeal for this population. The battery included three main outcome measures of substance abuse: the Alcohol Use Scale (AUS), the Drug Use Scale (DUS), and the Substance Abuse Treatment Scale (SATS). The study also employed three measures of mental health symptoms: Colorado Symptom Index (CSI), the Quick Inventory of Depression Symptom- Self-Report (QIDS-SR), and a newly developed Anxiety Scale. [4] reported good inter-rater reliability for the AUS, DUS, and SATS, (i.e., coefficients typically exceed .80). The CSI has been widely used, is easy to understand and administer, has been found to be reliable across gender and ethnic groups, and are appropriate for individuals of all educational levels and especially appropriate for assessing more severe symptoms Conrad et al., 2001; Kroenke, Spitzer, & Williams, 2001 and the QIDS-SR has been found to have excellent validity and reliability [19]. The Anxiety Scale reflects DSM-IV criteria and shows face validity, and has been used in similar research studies.

In addition to the substance abuse and mental health measures, we collected data on several other variables salient for this population. In particular, we collected housing status (stably housed, homeless, etc.) data using an interview question that has been employed in prior outcome research with homeless people [9,15]. We also used the CSAT Government Performance and Results Act (GPRA) measure to collect self-report data on employment, general health, and crimes committed in the past 30 days.

Data analysis

Data analyses were conducted using SPSS software. Descriptive statistics (e.g., means and standard deviations) as well as comparisons of baseline to follow-up data outcome variables were tested for statistical significance for the entire sample using the paired t-test. Data were analyzed for the entire sample over time.

Results

As shown in Table 1, there were significant improvements in substance abuse for the entire sample from baseline to six months and these gains held stable from six months to discharge. Specifically, alcohol use as measured on the AUS declined significantly from baseline to six months, $t = 6.08(244)$, $p < .001$, and remained unchanged from six months to discharge, $t = 1.15(151)$, $p = .25$. Similarly, drug use on the DUS declined significantly from baseline to six months, $t = 8.57(244)$, $p < .001$ and remained stable from six months to discharge $t = .25$. The SATS also showed a significant improvement from baseline to six months, $t = 10.63(244)$, $p < .001$, with no significant changes from six months to discharge $t = 1.02(151)$, $p = .31$.

Mental health symptoms were significantly lower at six months than at baseline on the QIDS, $t = 2.68(168)$, $p = .01$, CSI, $t = 8.03(235)$, $p < .001$, and anxiety scale, $t = 5.75(189)$, $p < .001$. Symptom scores did not change significantly between six months and discharge on the QIDS, $t = 1.50(134)$, $p = .14$, or CSI, $t = 1.22(154)$, $p = .15$, but anxiety was slightly lower at discharge than at six months, $t = 2.35(132)$, $p = .02$. 
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Housing outcomes improved during the treatment program. The number of nights spent in stable housing conditions improved significantly from baseline to six months and this improvement in stable housing from baseline did not change significantly from six months to discharge (Table 1). The number of nights spent on the street or in shelters also decreased significantly from baseline to six months, and then decreased significantly again from six months to discharge (Table 1). Nights spent in precariously housed situations (e.g., hotels, friend’s house) and nights spent in institutions (e.g., jail or hospitals) did not change significantly throughout the study period.

Other social outcomes also improved from baseline to six months (Table 2). There was improvement in the number of people employed full- or part-time, with a lower proportion of people who were unemployed and looking for work ($X^2 = 41.72, p < .001$). Data indicate that at the six month follow-up, people reported committing fewer crimes ($X^2 = 74.13, p < .001$) and having better overall health ($X^2 = 13.49, p < .01$). Fewer people reported being in "poor health" than would have been expected based on baseline levels; similarly, more people reported being in "excellent" and "good" health than would have been expected based on baseline levels. There were no significant differences on the employment and health variables between six months and discharge, but the number of crimes committed again dropped significantly during this study period, $X^2 = 9.68, p = .02$.

**Discussion**

The results strongly support the study hypothesis that the intensive interventions, matched to the mental health needs of the clients, were associated with robust outcomes over time for people who are homeless with alcohol disorders. The breadth of positive changes for participants was impressive, involving multiple outcome domains, including substance abuse (alcohol, drugs, and stage of change), mental health (depression, anxiety, and more severe symptoms), housing (decreasing homelessness and increasing stable housing), employment, criminal behavior, and physical health. Results indicated that positive change occurred within the first six months of service provision and that changes then generally remained stable between six months and discharge from services. The results are generally consistent with (though even more robust than) other studies finding positive outcomes for homeless people with alcohol disorders when served by CRA [14] or by ACT/IDDT for those with co-occurring severe mental illness, [9,15], and further supports the effectiveness of a comprehensive approach to serving homeless people with alcohol disorders through outreach, motivational interviewing, CRA and ACT/IDDT services [20]. Confidence in these findings is tempered by methodological limitations of the study, especially the absence of an experimental design involving a randomized control or comparison group. Future research should seek to replicate the effectiveness of this approach to serving homeless people through outreach, CRA and ACT/IDDT services using a randomized design and control group with a longer follow-up interval.

People who are homeless with alcohol disorders are an especially high-need, vulnerable population. Perhaps because of the stigma associated with “homeless alcoholic,” it is also a group that seems to have been somewhat neglected in health policy, as evidenced by the shortage of both service programs and outcomes research, as compared to the scope and seriousness of the problem. Despite some research limitations, the present study provides hopeful results that communities can effectively help the sizeable population of homeless people with alcohol disorders out of homelessness and toward substance abuse recovery, while also improving mental health, health, and social outcomes such as employment and criminal activity.
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